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Basic Information and Definitions
Photoelectric sensors

Light Incident   The condition met when light from the emitter is reaching, or incident upon, the receiver.

Light Interrupted   The condition met when light from the emitter is not reaching, or incident upon, the receiver.

Light Operation (Mode)  Light mode output is energized when the target is not present (proximity output is energized when target is  
    detected).

    Output mode that will result in an output turning ON when light from the emitter is incident upon the receiver.

Light Refraction    Light beams experience a change in direction (interruption) at the 
    border between two optical media with different optical
    thicknesses(e.g. glass/air). The degree of interruption depends on 
    the quotients of the optical thicknesses of both media and on the 
    angle of incidence  to the optical axis.

    
    If a light beam travels from a dense medium, n, into a thinner one,
    n’, its course there will show a greater angle ’. However, above
    crit. (boundary angle at which the broken beam runs parallel to the     
    boundary layer), it again enters the medium with the 
    thickness n; this means that a total reflection is pending.

Light Source   Type of light used in the emitter portion of the photoelectric. Most common, pulse modulated LED or  
    incandescent lamp.

Light transmission   Without the total reflection at boundary layers described above, 
by total reflection   fiber optics of today’s quality would not be feasible. They consist of
    a cylindrical, light-conducting core and a surrounding thin-wall 
    jacket. The optical density n of the core is greater than that of the 
    jacket. A light beam is always completely reflected at the junction 
    between core and jacket, and can therefore never leave the core in 
    a radial direction. Theoretically, the light is not weakened by these 
    reflections; however, contamination and small defects both in the 
    core material as well as the boundary layer do cause losses 
    (attenuation) and effectively limit the fiber optic length over which 
    reliable information can be transmitted.

Line-Powered Sensor  A sensor that draws its operating current directly from the line. Its operating current does not flow through  
    the load, and a minimum of three (3-wire) connections is required. A 4-wire has complimentary outputs and  
    requires four connections.

Loads    There are basically two different kinds of loads: 
    Resistive - Lamps, heaters, solid state PLC input modules 
    Inductive - Relays and solenoid valves 

Load-Powered   A sensor that draws its operating current (leakage current) through the load. The sensor is always in series  
    with the load and only two connections are required.

Method of Detection  Sensing technique used by the photoelectric sensor. Three types - Thru Beam, Retroreflective, or Diffuse Reflective.

Total reflection
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